Team Minor: Week of June 14, 2015 #5 - Hand Washing Clothes and Diapers

Project Participants
The following group will be needed in this on-going project:

- 6 Women
- 6 Men

Need To Know Information About Hand Washing Clothes
When I learned that God wants diapers washed by hand, I searched the Web for stories about hand washing on camping trips. I found a blogger who hand washes clothes in a 5 gallon bucket using a plunger as an agitator. White 5-gallon and 3-gallon buckets have been selected for hand washing. Two plunger/agitators will be provided. If a hole is drilled in the wooden handle, they can be labeled “Baby Diaper” and “Clothes, Hand Wash.”

Location (for hand washing clothes)
Corners of the tennis courts

Setup, Tennis Courts
The corners of the tennis courts need to be set up and components left up. Tennis courts can be used for pet socialization at off hours (to allow dogs off their leashes) when no clothes are drying on clothes lines. The corners can be set up with umbrella bases. Those who wash can be folding tailgate chairs (and optional side tables).
- Freestanding umbrella bases, 4 per court
- Umbrella (collapsed at night)
- Clothes line hung diagonally
- Keter Woodland Storage Shed (for storing baby diaper washing supplies, below)
**Hot Water**
The team who tested the portable sink and Mr. Heater Portable Water Heater the week of June 7th will need to provide instructions for groups who need to wash diapers. See: [http://articles.x10.mx/team_minor_electric_lights_portable_sink_week_of_june_7_2015_16.pdf](http://articles.x10.mx/team_minor_electric_lights_portable_sink_week_of_june_7_2015_16.pdf)

**Supplies**
Supplies for assembling the blogger’s DIY: Hillbilly Washing Machine have been located. See: [https://refashionista.wordpress.com/2012/05/21/diy-hillbilly-washing-machine/](https://refashionista.wordpress.com/2012/05/21/diy-hillbilly-washing-machine/)

Smaller white plastic buckets, lids and plungers will be available to canopy members who want to use a similar system for hand washing clothes.